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The first installment of this two-part article described the portions of Alaska's new legislation that provided
for lifetime transfers of IRAs to trusts, strengthened asset protection for trust beneficiaries, asset
protection for inherited IRAs, and enacted Alaska's revised decanting statute. 1 This second part of the
article focuses on important new procedural and administrative provisions that will facilitate estate
planning in Alaska for both residents and nonresidents.

Expanded authority for directed trustees and advisors
Settlors frequently desire to appoint an advisor to direct a trustee of a trust with respect to certain actions,
such as investment decisions. Many states have adopted legislation authorizing trust advisors; some
statutes limit a trustee's liability for following the direction of the advisor, while others do not. 2 Alaska law
had authorized a settlor to appoint a trust advisor to advise the trustee but did not require the trustee to
follow the advisor's directions and did not relieve the trustee from liability regarding decisions taken on the
advice of an advisor. 3
The recently enacted Alaska legislation changes the relationship between the trustee and a trust advisor,
provides limitations on a trustee's liability for following the advice of the advisor, and clarifies an advisor's
obligations to the beneficiaries. 4
A settlor can provide in the trust instrument that a trustee must follow the advice of an appointed trust
advisor and will not be liable individually or as a fiduciary for following the advice, regardless of the
information available to the trustee. The statute goes further and relieves the trustee from any obligation
to review, inquire, investigate, or make recommendations with respect to the advice given to the trustee.
The statute clarifies that an advisor is a fiduciary with respect to the advisor's directions to a trustee. The
advisor also has the exclusive obligation to account to the beneficiaries with respect to its direction to the
trustees. The advisor must solely defend any action with respect to the exercise of the power.
This limitation on liability isolates a trustee who is mandated to follow the advice of a trust advisor from
any actions brought by a beneficiary relating to the advice as if the trustee were not in office. Drafters now
have more flexibility to delineate the responsibilities and liabilities between an advisor and a trustee; for
example, a trust instrument can still appoint a trust advisor whose advice a trustee need not follow, in
which case, the trust advisor would not be considered a fiduciary. 5
The Alaska legislation also adds a new provision to further limit the liability of a co-trustee if the terms of
the trust instrument confer a specific power on one trustee to the exclusion of the other trustees. 6 Many
times a settlor wishes to grant one trustee certain powers over the trust and another trustee other powers.
For example, a settlor may wish to have one trustee exercise all authority over discretionary distributions
and another trustee to exercise investment powers. The question remains, however, whether a co-trustee
was liable for the action of the other trustee even where the trust instrument granted exclusive authority to
one trustee with respect to a particular power.
The amendments permit a settlor to provide, in the terms of the trust instrument, for the appointment of
more than one trustee but to confer on one or more trustees, to the exclusion of other trustee, the power
to direct specified actions. 7 To the extent a specified power is granted solely to one co-trustee or one
group of co-trustees, the excluded co-trustees must follow the directions provided by the trustee with the
specified power. The statute limits the excluded co-trustees liability for a consequence resulting from
following the direction, regardless of the information available to an excluded trustee. The statute further

limits the co-trustee's obligation to inquire, investigate, or make recommendations with respect to the
direction. The trustee granted the power has the exclusive obligation to account to the beneficiaries for its
exercise of the power to direct or prevent specified actions by other trustees.
In summary, the new Alaska legislation greatly expands the ability of a settlor to appoint trust advisors
and trustees with exclusive powers and to require that the trustees follow the directions provided by the
advisors and co-trustees. Directed trustees are limited in their obligation to investigate the direction
provided and do not have liability to beneficiaries for following the advice.

Clarification of virtual representation
Many states permit one person (such as a parent) who has a more immediate interest in a trust or estate
(such as being the presumptive remainder beneficiary) to represent others (such as the parent's children)
who have more remote interests (such as being contingent beneficiaries who would take only if the one
with the more immediate interest dies). 8 That is known as "virtual" representation, which means that the
persons virtually represented need not be served with legal process and are bound by proceedings and
orders involving the estate or trust. This can reduce costs and avoid the appointment of a guardian for
minors, for example.
Some states, such as Alaska, have much broader forms of virtual representation than do other states,
including allowing adult and competent members of a class to represent those who are not. Also, in
Alaska, the settlor of a trust may name a trust protector who may represent beneficiaries.
In some jurisdictions, virtual representation applies also to certain matters not before a court. For
instance, in New York, the state's virtual representation rules apply only to nonjudicial settlements of
fiduciary accountings and to proceedings before a court. Hence, an out-of-court settlement of a matter in
New York could not use virtual representation. Therefore, every person having even a contingent interest
would need to be a party to the settlement or the matter would have to be presented before the court.
Other jurisdictions allow virtual representation to apply more broadly to out-of-court matters.
Alaska law was uncertain as to the scope of its virtual representation provisions in out-of-court matters. Its
law now has been clarified to apply expressly to a judicial order; nonjudicial order; result of the settlement
of an account of a fiduciary under a procedure authorized by Alaska law; settlement agreement resulting
from any judicial or nonjudicial proceeding; and settlement negotiation, even if the settlement negotiation
does not involve a judicial or nonjudicial third party who decides or facilitates a settlement. 9

Charging order excludes equitable remedies
The Revised Uniform Limited Partnership Act provides, in part:
SECTION 703. RIGHTS OF CREDITOR OF PARTNER OR TRANSFEREE.

(a) On application to a court of competent jurisdiction by any judgment creditor of a
partner or transferee, the court may charge the transferable interest of the judgment
debtor with payment of the unsatisfied amount of the judgment with interest. To the
extent so charged, the judgment creditor has only the rights of a transferee. The court
may appoint a receiver of the share of the distributions due or to become due to the
judgment debtor in respect of the partnership and make all other orders, directions,
accounts, and inquiries the judgment debtor might have made or which the
circumstances of the case may require to give effect to the charging order.

(b) A charging order constitutes a lien on the judgment debtor's transferable interest.
The court may order a foreclosure upon the interest subject to the charging order at any
time. The purchaser at the foreclosure sale has the rights of a transferee.
Under this provision, courts have allowed foreclosure and other remedies. 10 In 2000, Alaska was the
leader in enacting an amendment that eliminated the "other remedies" and stated that a charging order is
the exclusive remedy that a judgment creditor of a member of a limited liability company (LLC), or of a
limited partner of a limited partnership, may use to satisfy a judgment out of the debtor-member's or
limited partner's interest in the entity. "Other remedies," including those stated in the RULPA provision,
were expressly excluded. 11 Many other states followed Alaska and enacted similar sole remedy
provisions. 12
Commentators have raised the issue of whether "other remedies" include equitable remedies-e.g.,
constructive or resulting trusts. 13 At least seven states already prohibit a creditor from asserting
equitable remedies against an LLC interest owned by the debtor. 14
The Alaska Legislature decided to clarify its creditor protector provisions. The new amendments expressly
state that both legal and equitable remedies are not available to a judgment creditor and may not be
ordered by a court. 15

Charging order remedy for single-member LLCs
As discussed above, many states have enacted provisions making a charging order the exclusive remedy
that a judgment creditor of an LLC member may use to satisfy a judgment out of the member's interest in
the LLC. Does this limited charging order remedy apply if the LLC is owned by a single member?
Several bankruptcy courts have said no. The bankruptcy court in In re Albright 16 reasoned that the
charging order provision in Colorado's Limited Liability Company Act exists to protect other members of
an LLC from having to share governance responsibilities with someone they did not choose, or from
having to accept a creditor of another member as a co-manager. The court concluded that these
concerns did not apply where there was only one member of the LLC.

Nevada and Wyoming have responded by clarifying that their statutes, which provide that a charging
order is the exclusive remedy, apply also to single-member LLCs. 17 The Alaska Legislature agreed with
these jurisdictions and enacted Alaska Statute 10.50.380(e), which expressly provides that the restriction
to a charging order remedy applies to LLCs with only one member. Therefore, in Alaska state courts, the
member of a single-member LLC has the same asset protection as do members of multi-member LLCs.
None of the existing bankruptcy court cases that allow the creditor to reach the interest of a sole member
of an LLC involved a state with a statute expressly protecting the interest of such a member.

Life insurance trustee duty, exoneration, and insurable
interests
Life insurance often is a key ingredient of an estate or financial plan. In order to avoid having the
proceeds included in the gross estate of the insured and, therefore, potentially subject to estate tax, a
policy that would otherwise be subject to the tax is contributed to (or acquired by) a trustee under what is
commonly called an irrevocable life insurance trust (ILIT). 18
Life insurance is a very complicated financial instrument. There are dozens of variations of policies, and
choosing an appropriate product is challenging. In addition, many policies used to fund estate taxes that
will be due at the death of the insured have a cash value or investment component. If the cash value
contract is a variable one, the owner (e.g., the ILIT) has dozens of investment choices.
Typically, if the trustee of a trust makes an inappropriate investment, whether it is the selection of a life
insurance policy as opposed to another policy, or as opposed to an alternative investment or an
investment within the insurance contract (where it is a variable one), the trustee could be liable. Yet, as a
practical matter, the trustee of the ILIT (which cannot be the insured or estate tax inclusion of the
proceeds will arise) does not choose the policy or the type of investments it will contain-rather, it is the
insured himself or herself that makes the choice. But the insured does not usually acquire the policy and
transfer it to the trust; rather, the trustee acquires it because the proceeds paid on death will be included
in the insured's gross estate if the insured transfers the policy to the ILIT within three years of death. That
three-year inclusion period does not arise if the trustee acquires it.
To eliminate the liability risk to trustees of ILITs, over a dozen states have recently adopted legislation
that exonerate the trustee of an ILIT typically in the choice of policy and investment choices in it. 19
Such legislation, in some ways, is unnecessary for an Alaska ILIT because Alaska law has long provided
that the person who creates an Alaska trust may provide virtually any type of exoneration for a trustee,
including the duty of care. 20 Nonetheless, Alaska has now adopted legislation based primarily on the
Florida ILIT trustee statute because not all Alaska ILITs provide the appropriate exoneration for the
trustees. 21 Specifically, if either the instrument makes reference to the new Alaska statute or notification
is given to the beneficiaries (using the broad virtual representation provisions of Alaska law), the trustee is
exonerated from:

•

Determining whether a contract of life insurance is a proper investment.

•

Investigating the financial strength of the person issuing the life insurance policy.

•

Determining whether to exercise a policy option available under the insurance contract.

•

Diversifying the contract or the assets of the trust with respect to the policy.

•

Inquiring about or investigating the health or financial condition of an insured.

Moreover, the new statute expressly states that a trustee is not liable to the beneficiaries of the trust or to
another person for a loss sustained with respect to a life insurance contract.
In addition, Alaska's insurable interest provisions were amended to clarify that a trustee of a life insurance
trust has an insurable interest. Further, a person who has an insurable interest in an individual may form a
business firm for the purpose of purchasing, holding, or administering an insurance contract on the life of
such individual. 22

Trusts that avoid state income tax
Individuals living in jurisdictions with high state (or state and local) income taxes usually can avoid those
taxes on income that does not have a source within the taxing state by transferring the assets generating
the income to trusts that are not grantor trusts. 23 However, as a general rule, a transfer by a taxpayer of
assets to a non-grantor trust is a taxable gift.
Under a series of private letter rulings, the IRS has held that, under a specific trust structure, transfers to
the trust would not be completed gifts (and, therefore, would not be subject to gift tax). Also, the trust
would not be a grantor trust, which could permit the avoidance of state and local income taxation if the
trust was formed in a state, such as Alaska, that does not impose an income tax on trust income. 24
All the rulings involved trusts formed under jurisdictions that protect self-settled trusts from claims of the
settlor's creditors even though the settlor was a beneficiary of the trusts. Although the IRS stopped
issuing these rulings in 2007 25 (not on the basis that the transfers to the trusts were completed gifts or
the trusts were grantor trusts but on whether the members of the committee that controlled distributions
held general powers of appointment), the IRS issued a new one (with respect to a Nevada trust) this year.
26
Under the Nevada trust that was the subject of Ltr. Rul. 201310002 , unlike apparently the trusts
involved in the earlier rulings, the grantor not only held a testamentary non-general power of appointment
27 but also a lifetime non-general power of appointment under which the grantor, acting in a non-fiduciary
capacity, could, but was not required to, distribute principal to his or her descendants as the grantor
determined for health, education, maintenance, and support. 28 The new Alaska legislation expressly
authorizes a grantor, in addition to being able to retain a non-general testamentary power, to retain a
lifetime one without subjecting the trust to claims of the grantor's creditors. Thus, trusts in the form that
was the subject of Ltr. Rul. 201310002 , where the grantor during lifetime may distribute to one or more
of his or her descendants, now can be created under Alaska law.

Uniform Principal and Income Act updated
Alaska updated its version of the Uniform Principal and Income Act in 2003. At that time, Alaska's version
was "state of the art." It included the power to adjust and conversions to unitrusts. 29 Since 2003, the IRS
has issued regulations 30 and commentators have suggested improvements to the Act. As a result, the
Alaska Legislature decided to update its version of this uniform act.
The newly enacted provisions include the following:
(1) The trustee may choose a unitrust amount of between 3% and 5% 31 and a "smoothing period" of
three to five years. 32
(2) If all the trustees have interests in the trust or if their exercise of conversion or discretionary
powers would cause adverse tax consequences, they may appoint an independent trustee to
exercise such powers. 33
(3) Provisions were enacted that authorize and describe trusts initially created as express total return
unitrusts. 34
(4) The power to adjust and conversions to unitrusts also apply to retirement benefits, and such
benefits may be treated as separate trusts. 35
(5) The trustee is given the power to treat gains as part of distribution of principal. 36
(6) Various other clarifying changes were made.
The result is that Alaska's Uniform Principal and Income Act again is "state of the art."

Extended term for custody under the UTMA
Uniform Transfer to Minor Accounts are widely used to hold assets that have been gifted or otherwise
transferred to a minor. Alaska's present Uniform Act provides that the custodianship terminates at age 18
(transfers by fiduciaries or obligors) or age 21 (transfers by gift or by will). With respect to custodianships
created by gift, the Alaska Act provides for extension of a custodianship up to age 25, if the minor is given
notice and has the right to compel distribution at age 21. 37 Frequently, situations have arisen where it is
appropriate to extend the custodianship beyond age 25 and perhaps in the future to have additional
extensions. These situations may be the result of the "minor" not having the ability, experience, or interest
in managing the assets. The Alaska Legislature decided to allow for such extensions as long as the minor
is given notice and has the right to compel outright distribution of the assets at age 18 or 21 and at any
extended dates. 38
In order to extend the custodial term, the custodian must give the minor written notice specifying the new
custodial term and informing the minor of the minor's right to compel immediate distribution. The minor
may compel immediate distribution of all or part of the custodial property by giving written notice to the
custodian within 90 days after receiving the custodian's notice. If the minor does not exercise the minor's
right to compel immediate distribution, the custodial term shall be extended. The custodian may extend

the custodial term more than once. Since the minor has the right to compel immediate distribution at age
21, contributions to the UTMA account will qualify for the annual exclusion provided by Section 2503(b).
39
If the minor dies during an extended custodial term, then the custodian is directed to transfer the custodial
property to the minor's estate. 40 Even though the minor did not object to the extended term, there will be
no gift by the minor at the time of the extension. 41

Alaska's optional community property system
In 1998, Alaska became the tenth state to enact a community property system. Unlike the other nine
states, Alaska's community property system is optional. Separate property is the default system.
However, married couples who are residents may opt into the Alaska community property system by
executing a community property agreement. Nonresidents of Alaska, and residents if they so choose,
may opt into the system by executing a community property trust. The Alaska Legislature has periodically
"fine tuned" the community property system as the state has had more and more experience with it. 42
The 2013 amendments include the following improvements. With the transition to a new community
property system, title issues have developed. The new amendments now provide that:
•

If the spouses have opted into the community property system, the designated property is
owned as community property regardless of the form of title to the property, even if the title
indicates the property is owned unequally by the spouses or is only in the name of one spouse.
43

•

If title to community property is in a form that provides for ownership by survivorship between
the spouses, then ownership by survivorship is presumed to have been made with the consent
of both spouses. 44

If a spouse designates a beneficiary for community property on the death of one or both of the spouses,
the beneficiary designation is effective only for the designating spouse's one-half interest, unless the
other spouse consents to the designation. Certain designations are presumed to have been made with
the consent of the other spouse. 45 However, the testimony of one spouse is sufficient to rebut the
presumptions described above. 46
Gifts of community property made by only one spouse are limited by Alaska Statute 34.77.050 to $1,000
in a calendar year, or a larger amount if, when made, the gift is reasonable in amount considering the
economic position of the spouses. However, the existing statute does not clearly provide remedies
available to the non-donor spouse nor limitation periods. The new amendments fill these gaps by
providing specific remedies that must be exercised within certain limitation periods. 47

Trust protector provision liberalized

Alaska Statute 13.36.370 is Alaska's statutory trust protector provision. Subject to the terms of the trust
instrument, a trust protector is not liable or accountable as a trustee or fiduciary. 48 Subsection (a) states:
"A trust instrument may provide for the appointment of a disinterested third party to act as a trust
protector." Subsection (b) describes the powers of the trust protector.
Planning situations have arisen where it is appropriate to use family members or beneficiaries as trust
protectors. As a result, the requirement that a trust protector be a "disinterested third-party" was
eliminated. 49 However, planners need to be sensitive to tax and asset protection reasons which will
continue to dictate that the trust protector be a disinterested third party.

Disposition of human remains
Alaska now joins the ranks of states that authorize persons to leave legally binding directions in a
separate document or in a will for the disposition of their remains as well as to appoint an agent to make
burial decisions or to ensure the person's directions are followed. The statute is particularly significant for
an unmarried person in a relationship who now can appoint his or her partner to make these important
decisions with certainty that the next-of-kin cannot override the partner's decisions. The statute provides a
standard form and creates a hierarchy of who has decision-making authority in the absence of a direction.
50

Conclusion
The changes made by the Alaska Legislature this year provide expanded opportunities for estate and
income tax planning for many Americans, regardless of where they live. As described in Part 1 of this
article, the ability to transfer interests in Alaska IRAs, without sacrificing creditor protection, presents a
broad new form of lifetime estate planning for retirement plan assets. The expanded protection from
creditor claims (including super-creditors such as the IRS) for beneficiaries of trusts and IRAs suggests
that Alaska be used as the place to create trusts and IRAs. The enactment of Alaska's new decanting
statute and the ability to have it apply regardless of the law that governs the validity, construction, and
effect of a trust presents expanded opportunities to "revise" preexisting trusts to achieve better results
than would be available under the trust's current terms. Equally important, the new legislation, as
described in this Part 2, provides numerous procedural and administrative provisions that will make estate
planning in Alaska very attractive for both residents and nonresidents.
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